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Instrumentation  
Natacha Diels – amplified piccolo, narrator  
Jessie Marino – amplified cello  
Dave Broome – sampler  
Andrew Greenwald – drums  
Weston Olencki – live electronics, video, composition 
Bryan Jacobs – moral support  
 

Material [by person]/Score 
The shorthand notation in the score refers to sounds specific to each person’s playing style. This piece is inherently for Pamplemousse, both as musicians, but as individuals and close friends with a documented history of 
performance, the latter of which this piece exploits to an absurd degree (with their consent, of course).  
 
The piece was performed in the dark from memory based on a simple cueing system. The score presented here is an outline of the overall structure as well as live processing procedures involved. Most micro-level details are left up 
to each member of the band, who are generating their own material based on the given prompts. Given the braided and self-referential construction of the electronic sample banks, some changes in material are not as obvious to 
the ear, but rather weights shifting over time within a dense space. The durations given are necessarily approximate.   
 
Weston  
Blocky Filters – A series of high-resonance, high-distortion filters with randomly modulated cut-off frequency and stereo field placement. This aurally imitates blocky color artifacts created from JPEG databending.  
Wobbly Mode – A random stereo stutter effect which constantly samples the incoming audio stream, grabs a sample, and disperses it randomly in the stereo field while repeating it like a stutter. This technique emulates records 
such as ‘Playlist’ by Jon Leidecker, a.k.a. Wobbly.  
Rutt-Etra – This command gradually sends the video signal path to an emulator/Jitter Shader modeled after the Rutt-Etra raster-based video synthesizer, an analog processing effect pioneered by Steve Rutt and Bill Etra, famously 
used by video artists Steina and Woody Vasulka.  
 
All other live-electronics processing explained in the MIRA interface below.  
 
Natacha 
‘sped-up-Ether’ – Glitchy, stuttery material drawn from Natacha’s piece for amplified piccolo and tape, Ether. These gestures consist of quasi-tonal/modal flourishes juxtaposed with noisier articulations [breath, flutter-tonguing, 
growling, etc.]. The piccolo is amplified from inside the foot joint using an electret condenser microphone and homemade preamp that Natacha built.  
‘Pamplemousse job talk’ – Recite given Pamplemousse text as if giving a lecture. Natacha chose her own text culled from grant applications, program notes, inside jokes, YouTube comments, lectures, etc. With this instruction, 
she took this set of texts and algorithmically scrambled them, as presented below. During live performance, Natacha’s vocal mic is fed through a randomizing glitch delay pedal, scrambling its intelligibility even further.  
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Jessie 
‘fake Greenwald cello’ – Jessie improvises in the style of Andrew’s idiosyncratic cello writing, as featured in A Thing Is A Hole In A Thing It Is Not IV. Here, various harmonic dyad combinations are interleaved with granular bow 
motions, muted flautando noise sounds, and rapid jete motions in a crackling, glitchy constellation of string and hair sounds.  
Bit-crushy improv – Noisy, frenetic, gestural sounds emphasizing bow pressure, speed, and dynamic activity. Manipulate expression pedal in a similarly extreme fashion.   
Infinite-jete – A continuous bouncing of the bow created by a certain downward pressure which sustains bow bounce. This is relatively inaudible in a live context, but should create the visual scene of Jessie being completely 
absorbed in a focused act, ignoring any onstage or video action.  
 
Andrew  
Stutter-funk – Constant barrage of lurching, stuttering funky rhythms; never falling into a repeatable beats or patterns, but always ‘almost’ grooving.   
2 & 4 snare – Very slow, very loud backbeats on the snare; as if only playing the snare drum from a BoyzIIMen ballad (referencing Jessie’s solo snare drum piece Ritual I :: Commitment :: BiiM).   
Sagging backbeat with trash cymbal – Andrew gradually transforms the sparse backbeat into a lazy, shuffling groove, but predominantly featuring his unique ‘trash cymbal’ fashioned by gaff taping over an entire hi-hat cymbal 
from a children’s drums set.  
Messy Han Bennink with brushes – emulate famous Dutch free-jazz drummer Han Bennink’s frenetic level of sticking density, but with wire brushes. Busy, dense drumming on everything.  
 
Dave 
Pamplemousse-samples – Cut-up and further processed samples of Weston’s live electronics material.  
Cut-up no-input – Looping samples of non-linear no-input mixer feedback.  
Together Again, Again!...but autotuned – Dave plays through a bank of 200 short samples extracted from Pamplemousse’s studio albums, but his keyboard is programmed to both randomly recall a new sample per key press, but 
the keys are autotuned to a chromatic scale. Play mostly tonal gestures, with lots of C major arpeggios like Dave’s piece Together Again, Again!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dave’s keyboard layout:  
Within the patch, playing the given keys automatically shifts the sample bank and flushes any looping MIDI commands. In each sample bank, the modulation wheel functions differently, as outlined below. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DATA ENTRY slider 
controls master volume. 
 
Pitch bend is split into 
two processes. Pushing 
the wheel up engages 
FFT processing & 
filtering emulating the 
sound of low bit rate 
mp3 compression.  
Pushing the wheel down 
engages sample rate 
reduction.  

Calls up different banks of Pamplemousse samples.  
 
Modulation wheel controls speed of random walk of the banks.  

Calls up different banks of harsh noise/no-input mixer 
samples. These banks are always looping, creating a constant 
sound mass.  
 
Modulation wheel controls BOTH speed of random walk of the 
banks and the speed of playback.  

These notes engage Autotuned samples. Each key press 
randomly recalls a different sample, but each note is auto-
tuned to its sounding pitch.  
 
Modulation wheel controls volume of ‘HEY BRYAN’ sample 
(drawn from Jessie’s piece ‘Guillame de St. Cloud Suffers a 
Violent Dazzling’) 



Main Patch 
My part was originally mapped for an Alesis 25-key MIDI controller, but was later adapted for a homemade GUI using MIRA running on an iPad Pro. Controls and explanations are found below. By necessity, much of the 
information in the score only defines the macro-level structural changes – the tactile interface was geared toward my part being fluidly improvised for each performance. A screenshot of the interface is found below, and a copy of 
the Max patcher is attached.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mp3 compress activates FFT and filtering processes that emulate the sound of low bit-rate mp3 compression.  
Nyquist is exponential sample-rate reduction.  

video cues advance video tracks along, usually 
with each large cue. 

 
The naming system is given based on which 

pieces are featured in video footage (i.e. Andrew 
focuses on the video for Andrew’s Thing is A Hole 

Is A Thing It Is Not: IV’) 

mic inputs toggle gates allowing the contact mics 
to affect the video footage. 

speed – touching in the given region causes the 
speed on the samples to increase eight-fold. This 

is a momentary switch, which goes back to 
normal speed when fingers are released. 

These faders controls levels for the four sample banks. These faders act differently. Mp3 compress and 
Nyquist control the amount of compression and 
down-sampling. The glitch slider affects the 
speed and pitch of the grabbed sample.  

Touching the first two of these regions activates a 
dynamic envelope of the process. Touching and 

holding ‘glitch’ grabs a small sample of the whole 
mix and repeats it like a stutter, overriding all 
other audio. Releasing this region returns the 

audio stream to normal. 



 
Sample Banks  
Alias Tones – A stack of sonorities generated by down-sampling/bit-reducing superharmonic sine tones (1 million Hz & higher). This process folds this inaudible tone over the Nyquist shelf repeatedly, where all the resulting 
audio-range frequencies are comprised of aliased pitches. Sounds a bit like circular FM synthesis, but far more harsh.  
MIDI – A bank of junk samples made from MIDI flutes, trombones, cellos, drums, and keyboards (the instrumentation of the band) + synthetic text-to-speech rendering of Pamplemousse-related material (biographies, program 
notes, Facebook Events, HTML code from our website, etc.,etc).  
Computer Sounds – Samples generated from the sounds of my laptop, including Skype/Facebook/Email notification sounds, electromagnetic recordings of the computer, ‘data-bent’ PDFs of Pamplemousse scores (taking other 
documents and reading their data via Raw Data dump in a DAW).  
Pample Samples – Any additional sounds directly sampled from Pamplemousse’s published history, including all commercial CDs, sound ripped any videos from our YouTube channel, live SoundCloud recordings, etc.   
 
 

About  
Essentially this piece is for Ensemble Pamplemousse – all video and conceptual material is fundamentally drawn/inspired by/illegally downloaded from our own history. However, the conceptual framework of the piece may be 
placed onto a different configuration of people, making similar sample banks, videos, and structures which highlight those particular individuals. An alternate version is currently in progress for RAGE THORMBONES. bent is 
an incomprehensible glut of data ripped from free video sites and streaming services; a backlog of human and algorithmic data accumulation focused on the material history of a band; a continuously degrading trash heap 
siphoning malfunctioning content back into the archival ‘Long Tail’ of the web’s network of hyperlinks and window displays. It is essentially a piece about mediation, a situation where the glitching artifacts of virtual mediation 
overwrite the very subject being mediated.  
 

Tech needed 
homemade electret piccolo microphone 
vocal mic [SM58 or similar] 
cello contact mic [quality not important] 
Fairfield Circuitry ‘The Accountant’ [analog compressor pedal]  
Iron Ether FrantaBit [bitcrusher pedal]  
expression pedal  
snare drum contact mic [quality not important, only for attack detection] 
49-key sampler + laptop running Max/MSP patch 
second laptop running Max/MSP & main patch  
iPad running the MIRA environment  
MASF Possessed [randomized glitch delay pedal]  
mixer & 2 i/o interface  
projector  
necessary cables & adapters 
 
 
 
 
 
 



USB cable  
XLR cable 
¼” TS cable  
contact mic 
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video 
	

Weston 
	

Natacha 
	

Jessie 
	

Andrew 
	

Dave	

timing 
	

State Farm ad 
video	

1. Andrew 
video	

2. Jessie 
video	

3. Bridge 
video	

4. Dave 
video	

5. Ending/Rutt-Etra 
Davevideo	

Wait for glitching to start, 
then fade in 

Pamplemousse samples. 
Light processing, interact 
with Weston’s samples. 	

	

[loading screen 
to start] 

	

‘sped-up Ether’ – 
start each smaller cue 

with explosive 
material, calming 

down each iteration. 
Interact with Jessie.  	
	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

A        B       C         D       E         F	

‘fake Greenwald 
cello’ – start each 
smaller cue with 

explosive material, 
calming down each 
iteration. Interact 

with Natacha.	
	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

Focus more 
on drones and 

harmonics	

Stutter-funk – start 
each smaller cue 
with explosive 

material, calming 
down each iteration. 	

	

Free-for-all 	
	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

Continue with 
Pamplemousse 
sample bank.  	

	

Bring in no-input 
noise samples. Come 

to the foreground 
into cue 2.  	

	

Wait for glitching to start, 
then fade in computer 

sounds. Light processing, 
interact with Dave’s 

samples. 	
	

Bring up other sample banks, improvise 
freely with faders and processing. Give 

each letter cue – on each, hold and release 
Alias Tones buffer, immediately fading out 

the drone [like a huge blown out kick 
drum]. 	

	

blocky filters 
and snare 

microphone ON	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

Wait about 30-45”, 
then begin 2 & 4 
backbeat. Loud 

and unrelenting. 	
	

Han Bennink with brushes 
– start calm, quickly gaining 
momentum. Make as much 

noise as possible. 	
	

Bit-crushy improv. 
Go wild with 
gestures and 

expression pedal. 	
	

blocky filters OFF  
snare mic OFF 
cello mic ON  

focus on MIDI 
samples, always 

underneath cello.  

Wait about one 
minute for sound 

to clear. Begin  
Pamplemousse 

Lecture.  

Keep going, 
allowing sound of 

electronics and 
ensemble to totally 
bury your sound.  	

Mostly mp3 compression and down-sampling, 
a gurgling beneath the new texture. 

Sometimes allow audio stream to ‘surface’.     

Manipulate MASF Possessed 
liberally.      

Rutt-Etra ON.  
Begin building up samples 
again. Full push to the end 
towards even more density 

than the beginning.  
Liberal video looping.  

Wait about 30”, then begin 
Together Again, Again Autotuned. 

Start with single notes, gaining 
density over time. Liberal down-
sampling and compression. Over 
time, use mod wheel to fade in 

‘HEY BRYAN’ samples. 	

Start overloading poly synth 
voices. Clusters and palms 
on the sampler, gradually 

increase volume with 
Weston. 	

…diminuendo to Infinite Jete. Continue to end, 
buried by electronics.  Remain absorbed in this 
task, autonomous from the rest of the group. 	

	

60-90 seconds 
	

3 minutes, 30 seconds 
	

2 minutes 
	

1 minute 
	

4 minutes 
	

45-75 seconds 
	

Transform 2 & 4 into sagging backbeat 
with trash cymbal. Long diminuendo to 

silence… 	
	

[start right away, no ensemble cue] 
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